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Abstract. The integration of Urgent Computing is essential in order
to adhere to stringent time and quality constraints of emerging dis-
tributed applications, hence facilitating efficient decision-making pro-
cesses in numerous fields. Adaptation of such applications to produce
outcomes within the desired confidence range and defined time interval
can be of great benefit, especially in distributed and heterogeneous ex-
ecution contexts. This study provides a justification for the necessity of
dynamic adaptation in applications that are time-sensitive. Furthermore,
we present our viewpoint on time-sensitive applications and undertake a
thorough analysis of the underlying principles and challenges that need
to be resolved in order to accomplish this goal. This research aims to
provide a comparative analysis of our suggested vision for adaptation
in contrast to the existing literature. We provide a comprehensive ex-
planation of the architectural framework that we plan to construct, and
conclude with discussing some on-going challenges.

Keywords: Urgent Computing · Computing Continuum · Dynamic Adap-
tation · Decentralized System

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an increase in global emergencies, from pandemics
that claim lives and livelihoods to risks of flooding and food harvesting challenges
brought on by climate change. Society at large is wrestling with these pressing
challenges, which warrant for solutions guided by science [26]. Advanced infor-
mation and communication technologies, such as IoT, Artificial Intelligence, big
data analytics, and super computers (e.g., Clouds, High Performance Comput-
ing), have been proven to be more and more helpful in predicting scenarios’
outcomes early enough to prevent disastrous situations or lessen their harmful
effects. During the COVID-19 pandemic, supercomputers and data systems have
worked together with unprecedented efficiency, from understanding the structure
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus to modeling its spread, from therapeutics to vaccines,
from medical response to managing the virus’s impacts [17, 3]. Similarly, the
VESTEC European FET project fuses super computers and real-time data for
urgent decision-making [11].
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Urgent computing aims at facilitating scientific applications that leverage
distributed data sources to support critical decision-making in a timely man-
ner. Overall, urgent applications consist of the identification of events from dis-
tributed data sources and the triggering of appropriate reactions to accelerate
response [24, 19]. The time scales of the underlying processes vary from days in
case of social unrest events, to hours in flood protection systems, to minutes
in ship safety, and to seconds in earthquakes or tsunamis [10]. The time avail-
able for decision support therefore varies in different application domains. An
urgent application is typically modeled as a workflow of components exchanging
discrete or continuous flows of data.

Low-latency connections and distributed servers, illustrated by the Edge-to-
Cloud Continuum (Computing Continuum, or Continuum for short), are demon-
strating new potential for urgent computing. Running applications on an aggre-
gation of resources spanning the edge of the network, where data are generated,
to the cloud and HPC resources at the network’s core, is an opportunity for steer-
ing computations and numerical models to help reduce latency while increasing
flexibility [7, 22]. For example, the Tactile Internet is expected to enable the
matching of specific needs in one physical location with the best skill in another
location. Building on 5G-like connectivity and haptic encoders, this technology
will require an end-to-end latency below 1ms with minimal outage [30, 2]. Due
to these requirements, the Computing Continuum is an excellent enabler for ur-
gent applications due to its holistic approach that exploits end-users, resources,
and services at the logical extreme of the network and throughout the data
path [6] [9].

The realization of urgent applications presents specific requirements and con-
straints due to the nature and distribution of the data, the complexity of the
models involved, the stringent error thresholds, and the strict time constraints.
Identifying and mapping various user concerns (such as functional and non-
functional requirements, restrictions for response time, solution quality, data
resolution, cost, energy use, etc.) against a heterogeneous and dynamic environ-
ment warrant the design of adaptation mechanisms. Examples of such adapta-
tions are choosing suitable workflow components and services, modifying appli-
cation parameters, modifying the connections between components of the work-
flow, changing the required constraints when provisioning resources (e.g., CPU,
RAM, network, etc.) Such mechanisms must be able to address cost/benefit
trade-offs of the application.

This paper proposes a vision of how adaptation mechanisms can be natively
handled when designing urgent applications across the Continuum. The remain-
der of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a motivating use-case
for our vision with an Early Earthquake Warning (EEW) workflow, which com-
bines data streams from geo-distributed seismometers and high-precision GPS
stations to detect large ground motions; Section3 presents our vision of urgent
applications through the modeling of both the development and management
aspects; Section 4 presents elements of solutions and open challenges around our
vision, and finally, Section 5 concludes this work.
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2 Motivating use case

In this section, we introduce the Earthquake Early Warning use case that mo-
tivated this work. We also discuss the challenges associated with executing dis-
tributed applications on the Computing Continuum.

Earthquakes are among the most destructive natural disasters. Networks of
distributed seismic instruments on various scales are used for earthquake de-
tection. Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems provide earthquake alerts
before the shaking damage of a seismic event reaches sensitive areas, giving
governments and communities a time window of seconds to minutes to take
protective actions.

EEW can be described as a classification problem in which high-frequency
seismic data stream from multiple sensors are processed to infer classes indicating
the magnitude of the seismic event in a timely manner. Related efforts include
novel algorithms recently developed to locate earthquakes and to calculate their
magnitudes using P- and S-wave energy [31]. Recently, ShakeAlert proposed
detecting and disseminating EEW alerts using smartphones, relying on the fact
that they have become ubiquitous to the public [28, 21].

EEW is a workflow typically composed of four components: (1) the pre-
processing component that collects and cleans raw data obtained from sen-
sors; (2) the classification component that relies on window-based processing
to gather measurements streamed by each sensor, and performs classification
on this streamed data; (3) the prediction component that filters and aggregates
the data streams by regions using a bag-of-words representation to calculate
the final prediction of eventual seismic events; (4) the alert component that is
responsible for broadcasting alerts based on class predictions (normal activity,
medium earthquake, or large earthquake). Some of these components may run
continuously somewhere in the Continuum, but when initial seismic waves are
detected, this complete workflow has to be deployed in a timely manner.

Traditionally, EEW is executed in a fully centralized fashion with data from
sensors being sent to clouds (private or public) which is compatible with a static
way of designing the application. However, this vision of EEW will not withstand
potential destruction or unavailability of the infrastructure (fault tolerance), and
thus is not reliable. Instead, we would like to leverage heterogeneous geographi-
cally distributed resources across the Continuum, which requires applications to
adapt dynamically their codes, communication protocols, etc. according to the
dynamically chosen hosting resource. For instance, if deployed within the Cloud,
the prediction component can leverage heavy stream processing frameworks such
as Flink, whereas if deployed at the Edge on small devices, low-level C libraries
and MPI would be preferable.

In previous work [16, 8] we proposed moving part of the sensor data process-
ing toward the Edge to speed up detection and enhance fault tolerance. Figure 1
illustrates this static Edge deployment. However, if we have shown that different
versions of the application running on different parts of the Continuum may have
different behaviors, we did not address the automatic and dynamic adaptation
of the application.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of Distributed MultiSensor Earthquake Early Warning use-
case (DMSEEW), previously proposed in [7]. Seismic sensors located in the Edge
send measurements to gateways in the network which preprocess that data. Those
preprocessed data are sent to cloud servers which complete that data processing and
eventually broadcast earthquake alerts.

We use Figure 2 (extracted from [8]) to further illustrate the need for adap-
tation in this use-case. Figure 2 presents the latency resulting from processing
one seismic event in a previous evaluation of our EEW implementation [8]. Using
the gros cluster on the Grid’5000 experimental testbed, we deployed a prototype
of the application under different network configurations: a 10Gb link between
the Edge and Fog layers, and different links (2G, 3G, 10 Gb) between the Fog
and the Cloud layers. Edge designates that each component is executed on a
separated layer of the Continuum whereas Cloud-only means all components are
executed on the Cloud. Of course, when running in the Edge or at the Cloud
level, the components also have to be adapted (e.g., libraries, frameworks, etc.).
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Fig. 2. Latency resulting from processing one seismic event under different applications
and infrastructure scenarios, extracted from [8].

The performance of the application is influenced by two factors: the network
and the bottlenecks resulting from the interaction between the different libraries
(in the context of the current paper, components). The different values were ob-
tained in separated experiments to understand the behavior of the application
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under different conditions. Currently, there is no mechanism to switch from one
configuration to another based on availability of the infrastructure and the events
occurring in the system, but also there is a need to consider the cost and fea-
sibility of the operations when such reconfiguration is needed, which motivates
the need for adaptation mechanisms.

3 Our vision of Urgent Computing

First, we see the Continuum as an external infrastructure offered by a provider.
We consider that we do not have to handle this Continuum but instead that
the Continuum is offering APIs to ask for resources (e.g., virtual or physical
machines). In particular, we think that, in addition to the usual Cloud APIs
that provides a type of resource as well as specific features (RAM, CPU, GPU
etc.), one can also provision specific geographical locations in the Continuum.

Definition 1. We model an urgent application as a pair (D,M), where D is
specified by the application developers (functional and nonfunctional developers),
and M is specified typically by DevOps engineers or system administrators to
manage the application deployment and life-cycle (i.e., adaptation).

This vision follows the one presented in [15], a survey on component-oriented
reconfiguration.

3.1 Development part of an urgent application

Definition 2. The development of an urgent application D is a tuple (C,P,m, pi, pc)
with:

– C the set of software components available for the application, some of them
being produced by the current developer, others being made available from
the community;

– P the set of patterns or strategies of service assemblies;
– m a labeled finite state machine that indicates from which to which pattern

in P the application may switch at runtime and under which conditions;
– pi the initial pattern in P ;
– pc the current pattern in P .

Definition 3. A pattern p ∈ P is defined as an assembly of components (Cp, Lp)
where Cp ⊆ C is the set of component instances in the pattern, and Lp is the set
of connections or links between components.

In urgent applications, the nature of the connections is typically data-driven,
and thus the assembly of components can be considered as a dataflow or a work-
flow. However, we want to add configurations to the links between components,
under the form of connectors in the CBSE literature [15], or service-mesh ap-
proaches [18, 25]. For example, we may want to redirect 50% of data to one
component or another dynamically according to events. Hence, a link is config-
urable in our vision of urgent components.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of m, an object (state machine) modeling from which to which
pattern the urgent application can switch. The pattern on the left is the initial pattern.
In this example the initial pattern cannot be reached after a first switch.

Definition 4. An urgent component c ∈ C is defined as a tuple (Sf , Snf , V
c, Cc

st),
where Sf is the set of functional services of the urgent component, Snf is the set
of non-functional services of the component, V c a set of variables to model the
state, behavior or parameters of the component, and Cc

st is the set of constraints
on variables.

A component is associated with a set of variables V c to model the component
(state, behavior, parameters), thus representing either the static or dynamic
knowledge (modeling) on each component. These variables can then be used
within constraints Cc

st that should be satisfied on a set of variables. One typical
constraint that we consider at the level of the component is the geographical
location of the component.

A non-functional service is a piece of software responsible for features not
related to the functional aspect of the component, for instance how the compo-
nent communicates (i.e., communication protocol), handles privacy, or energy
etc. Services are deployed (instantiated) from types known in advance, and thus
one service can be switched to another if compatible. At the level of one compo-
nent, this catalog of services should be quite small. It is offered by the developer.
Both the elements of Sf and Snf are considered as configurable. Functional and
non-functional services will typically change their configuration according to
the constraints imposed by the infrastructure. For instance, if placed in an IoT
device, the urgent component communicates through the LoRa protocol and op-
timizes the energy consumption rather than the performance. As a consequence
the non-functional service responsible for communications may be modified, and
the version of the functional service may need to be a downgraded version.

Each service is also associated with a set of variables V s modeling their
parameters, state, behavior, etc., and these variables can then be used within
constraints Cs

st that should be satisfied on a set of variables. For example, we
could have a constraint on the amount of memory required by a service.

Definition 5. A service is defined as a tuple (t, V s, Cs
st), where t is the type

of the service, V s is the set of variables of the service, and Cs
st is the set of

constraints to satisfy for the service.

3.2 Management part of an urgent application

The management M of an urgent application is a complex task responsible for
deploying and then adapting the application dynamically at run-time accord-
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ing to events. However, because of scalability and fault tolerance issues when
considering urgent cases, the management cannot be considered as a centralized
process.

We model the management of the application as a set of controllers Ct,
one around each component in C involved in the application. Each controller is
responsible for an autonomic infinite loop MAPE-K [20] for its own component:
monitoring the component and its environment (through sensors, infrastructure,
or application instrumentation); deciding which new configuration should be
targeted according to the monitoring knowledge (inference through constraints,
by applying rules and policies); planning an adaptation program to move from
the current to the targeted configuration (writing a program to modify the state
of the component [13, 14]); and execute this plan (i.e., program). Controllers, by
being local to one component, have the possibility of adapting locally if isolated
from the rest of the application, but in a normal context neighbor controllers
can collaborate to take better decisions [4].

It is assumed that each controller component operates on its own unique time
scale, independent from the others. For example, monitoring can be an ongoing
process, whereas analysis of the data that has been acquired most likely occurs
only on occasion. Both processes are used to analyze the information that was
collected. The planning is done on a consistent basis or in reaction to changes,
and the executions are done as a direct result of the planning.

Definition 6. The management of an urgent application M is a tuple (Ct, P,m, pi, pc)
where Ct is the set of controllers, P , m, pi, and pc respectively the same set of
patterns, state machine, initial and current patterns as in D.

Definition 7. Two controllers are neighbors if their components are connected
in the current pattern (graph, assembly) p ∈ P of the urgent application. The
neighbors of a controller are denoted neighbors(ct).

Definition 8. A controller ct ∈ Ct is a piece of software responsible for run-
ning an autonomic infinite loop MAPE-K [20] for its own component, denoted
component(ct).

We denote by Xct the local projection of any piece of the above knowledge in
(D,M) to a controller ct ∈ Ct. A local projection contains the information that
relates to the local component that is controlled, and the neighbor components
in the current pattern p ∈ P .

Definition 9. The local knowledge (K) of each controller ct is composed of a
subpart of the application model (D,M) as follows:

– in D, the local projection of the set of components Cct ;
– in M, the local projection of the set of controllers Cct

t ;
– for both D and M, the local projection of the set of patterns P ct , and the

initial and current patterns pcti and pctc ;
– for both D and M, the labeled state machine m.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of a pattern with five components and their associated con-
trollers (one color per controller). The colored lines under components represent the
local projection of the controller associated with the color, in other words the knowl-
edge of each controller. For instance, the controller of the component B (purple) has
knowledge of components A, C and E represented by purple lines.

The local projections of a pattern can be seen as a subgraph of the overall
component assembly that contains as vertices

component(ct) ∪ neighbors(component(ct)) (1)

As always in distributed systems, we assume that the knowledge shared by
controllers is consistent, which is a challenging issue to address. However, to
facilitate the global consistency in our modeling, we use a local projection on
the local component and its neighbors. The labeled state machine m, which
represents the rules under which an urgent application may change its pattern,
is the only piece of knowledge that is centralized in this vision. This state machine
is given by the developer. However, as will be discussed in the challenges of this
paper, it is possible that m change through time, in which case a consistent
vision of m is difficult to guarantee.

A controller can adapt many aspects related to an urgent component such as:
(1) change the constraints of the component related to the Continuum Cc

st; (2)
change the versions of the services within the component while respecting the
composability (compatibility of output/input data) (Sf , Snf); (3) change the
configuration of the services of a component (t, V s, Cs

st); (4) change the current
pattern pc to another one by following m, thus changing the topology between
components and involved components; (5) change the configuration of the link
between components; and (6) spawn, or ask for the destruction of a neighbor
component. The “urgent” nature of the domain makes adaptation sensitive to
time, which will be discussed in the challenges.
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4 Elements of solution and open scientific challenges

As detailed in the previous section, each controller of a component handles a
local autonomic loop MAPE-K. However, the loops cannot be strictly local and
requires to collaborate with their neighbors so that the overall application does
not deviate from a stable state. In particular, the (A), (P) and (E) steps require
collaborations between controllers by exchanging some elements of their local
knowledge (K) and by reaching a consensus in their decisions [4]. For instance, if
deciding locally to apply a switch of pattern, the decision should spread across
all the controllers and should be compatible for all controllers. We give some
elements of solutions in the rest of this section.

(K)nowledge - In our vision the first element to study is how to concretely
model the programming and management of urgent applications. We think we
can build our vision on three domains of the literature. First, we think that
leveraging modern workflow engines based on the FaaS paradigm (Function-as-
a-Service), such as Argo workflows 1, or other engines adapted to heterogeneous
workflows [12], is an interesting starting point to model urgent applications.
Second, this vision of an urgent application as a workflow of components will
have to be coupled with the service-oriented and microservices-oriented trend
(e.g., REST, gRPC, GraphQL APIs). In particular, in our vision each component
of the workflow is divided into services. Third, we think we will have to model the
variability of components and services composing urgent applications with the
help of feature models. Feature models are used in software engineering to capture
the various configurations that can be selected or enabled in a software system.
A feature model consists of a set of features, relationships between features, and
constraints on their combinations. Features represent distinct functionalities, or
behaviors that can be included or excluded in the software system. Coupling
these three domains is not trivial and requires a software-engineering-oriented
study. For example, coupling feature models with workflows has been studied in
the past [1], as well as coupling feature models and micro-services [29], but the
three of them together is a new challenge.

(A)nalysis - The second element to study is how to decide which local con-
figuration to target according to internal and external events and to some de-
gree of knowledge from neighboring controllers. In particular, if all controllers
take a local decision, will the decisions be compatible , and how to make sure
of it? We think that the three domains could be combined to handle this as-
pect. First, we think that distributed algorithms such as consensus, gossip, and
leader election algorithms [23, 4] could be helpful to reach a convergence between
controllers in their decisions. Second, we think that auto-stabilizing versions of
these algorithms ccould be important to avoid too many communications but
still guarantee the convergence (stabilization) of the overall system [5]. Third,

1 https://argoproj.github.io/argo-workflows/
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we think that because of the huge variability when adapting urgent application
(large search space), and because of the urgent nature of the decisions, machine
learning could be of interest. In particular, perhaps reinforcement learning and
federated learning could be studied so that decisions become better through
time and so that learning models are trained in a distributed fashion among the
controllers. We also think that a learning approach could be supplemented with
more traditional approaches to solve satisfaction problems such as constraint
solvers or SAT/first-order logic solvers to keep a certain level of explainability
in the decision.

(P)lanning and the (E)xecution - In order to tackle many controllers, each
with its own autonomic loop, we need languages to define adaptation actions
(e.g., changing the pattern, changing internal behaviors of components or ser-
vices, changing the links between components, etc.), and an associated engine to
run these actions in a decentralized fashion. Indeed, if each controller takes its
own decision, controllers are not independent because components are connected
together, thus requiring some coordination when applying changes. For exam-
ple, if updating one component, thus requiring it be interrupted, the components
that depend on it have to adapt temporarily their own behavior.

In the literature planning and executing an adaptation is often referred as a
reconfiguration problem: a reconfiguration language offers programming support
to structure and expresses the actions to perform to change the system state; a
reconfiguration engine executes and coordinates actions [14, 13]; and a reconfig-
uration inference system automatically generates the set of actions to apply (the
plan) [27] according to the current and target configurations as inputs. However,
existing solutions are mainly centralized in the literature [15, 4].

Moreover, the usual reconfiguration systems in the literature do not tackle
the reconfiguration of the links between components of the system [15]. For this
reason, we think that concepts of service-mesh [25, 18] could be of interest to
couple with the usual reconfiguration solutions.

5 Conclusion

Urgent applications are of significant interest in the literature due to the in-
crease of global challenges. The availability of data and pervasive computing
promise potential for supporting timely decision-making across the Computing
Continuum. In this paper, we presented a vision for modeling urgent applica-
tions, with a particular focus on adaptation aspects across heterogeneous and
geo-distributed resources. Building on an earthquake early warning motivating
use-case, we propose an approach based on component-based reconfiguration.
We expect the realization of this vision to impact cyber-infrastructures and
similar shared sensors platform in a way that will manage time-sensitive appli-
cations and associated requirements with few assumptions during the design of
applications.
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